
 
                                                          

Spring 2015 
 

Jobs & Staffing campaign 
 
Left Unity in HMRC have had to show true, socialist strength throughout the year in HMRC. After 
taking two successful weeks of action last year, the employer was forced back into negotiations on 
jobs and staffing. Since then though, they have been duplicitous, pulling out of talks spuriously and 
using the intranet for pure propoganda. 
 
The reason for this was made clear last year after a leaked Excom paper suggested that one option in 
dealing with PCS was to actively undermine the union by any means necessary. Since then, it has 
become clear that this is the option Excom is actively pursuing. The withdrawal of facilities time from 
GEC members, reps and activists, the refusal to let group officers negotiate, ending check off at short 
notice, the policing of our communications, withdrawal of our trade union rooms and a general 
withdrawal from industrial relations across the group were all attempts to drive us out of the workplace. 
This was alongside targeted communications on the intranet - to which the union could not respond -  
aimed at driving  a wedge between workers and their elected workplace representatives,  encouraging 
PCS members into a new “union” set up with the support of the employer. 
 
Yet, six months on, it is clear that they underestimated us. Over 65% of members in HMRC have now 
been signed up to direct debit and this continues to rise week on week. Our branches continue to 
organise and represent members and our elected group officers are still actively and robustly pursuing 
negotiations despite attempts to isolate them.  The new “union” has launched to no fanfare or support 
whilst lurching from one crisis to the next. PCS is still here and ready to continue the fight. 
 
And yet whilst we overcome the attacks, HMRC’s position has only grown weaker. The HSBC 
revelations have brought tax justice back into the spotlight, with Lin Homer and chums under tight 
scrutiny for their failings. Declining customer services and rock bottom engagement scores - even 
after spending millions on Building Our Future - are leading to a lot of uncomfortable questions for 
them. With the election imminent, this will no doubt become ever more difficult. Whether this pressure 
led Homer into misleading the Treasury Select Committee to believe PCS wanted the department to 
end check off, only time will tell. 
 
It was PCS’s refusal to be broken that brought the senior HMRC leadership to take negotiations 
seriously. Homer has since met Mark Serwortka to discuss the key issues that need to be taken 
forward including check off, PMR and Building Our Future. An emergency Group Executive has met to 
discuss the outcome of the talks and to decide upon the Group’s response. Left Unity is hopeful that 
the talks have bore fruit and that Excom have offered serious proposals that can set out the basis for 
future talks to end the dispute and improve the conditions of our members. However, we have been in 
talks for over six months with only a limited framework to show for it; if Homer cannot set out genuine 
proposals to end the dispute we must look for an alternative. 
 
As always we must hope for the best and prepare for the worst. If it becomes clear that Homer and 
ExCom are unwilling to offer anything that goes towards the needs of our members or negotiate on 
any point, then we believe that we will have little option than to go back into dispute. A political 
campaign needs to be launched to gather support for not just tax justice and new jobs, but also to 
expose the current HMRC leadership as a block to delivering this or any kind of effective revenue 



collection department.. A range of industrial action needs to be considered and put to Group 
Conference, using every tool in our armoury.  
We need to rebuild our local negotiating power and a return to Whitley structures to put pressure on 
management from below and continuing to engage political campaigns, especially in the run up to the 
General Election. 
 
Left Unity believes that this dispute is not over, and even if talks continue, we will need to keep up the 
fight at every level if we are to get the results our members deserve. Left Unity has the strategy and 
will continue to push for genuine negotiations, but if management won’t listen, then we will take action. 
 

The NEC decision 
 
Undoubtedly one of the biggest issues to be discussed at conference this year is the NEC’s decision 
to suspend the NEC & GEC elections for up to one year. Much has already been said on social media 
about this decision, which is unfortunate as aside the rampant opportunism which is evident in the 
comments of some who have chosen to criticise the NEC’s efforts to save PCS, there has also been a 
large amount of misinformation. There are of course many members and activists with an open-mind 
but also with legitimate concerns - we would encourage you all to read this article. 
 
It suits the aforementioned opportunists to frame the decision in a purely financial context, with their 
subsequent arguments derived from this position. This is incorrect. Whilst they were happy to leak a 
highly-sensitive NEC paper on the subject (which the heads of various Civil Service departments 
undoubtedly cast a gleeful eye over), the reps that constitute their ranks have failed to highlight the 
fact that the NEC based its decision on an “an extreme set of circumstances”. 
 
The circumstances in question are obvious. Clearly, finances are a huge part, however aside from this 
and the unprecedented industrial attacks that PCS members currently face, in HMRC alone, we have 
all seen the damage done by the policies outlined in the leaked Excom document – a blanket refusal 
to engage with PCS on industrial issues, reps being stripped of their facility time, a wide-scale 
communications embargo and the launch of the scab union, RCTU. These are not ordinary times and 
unfortunately, PCS needs an extraordinary response to deal with these issues. 
 
It is clear that there is more at stake than PCS finances – the ultra-left claim that asking the TUC to 
forgo PCS’ affiliation fees would allow the union to hold the 2015 elections does not deal with the fact 
that holding elections means PCS would need to pull a massive amount of its full-time staff away from 
Direct Debit work to undertake election work (which again, is covered in the NEC paper). We have to 
be clear – holding elections in the run-up to the removal of check-off in HMRC and the DWP means 
less members will be signed-up to Direct Debit come the date of the switchover. This would be an 
unforgiveable deployment of finite resoursces at a time when the union’s future is in doubt and would 
amount to nothing more than kicking the can down the road. 
 
Ignoring the fanciful claims of our opponents, the issue boils down to this – we all know the very future 
of PCS is at stake. Some legitimately feel that the elections are a line in the sand and that other 
alternatives should be considered. LU believes that these alternatives have been considered, as 
outlined in the NEC paper, and that this decision was the only one left open to the NEC. LU’s concern 
is that if we don’t take this action now, we may not have a union to hold elections next year. In this 
sense, we urge all of you to support the NEC decision at your mandate meetings and at conference. 
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Welcome to the headquarters of the Revenue Customs Trade Union (RCTU) yes, believe it or 
not, the first floor space above this e-cigarette shop is the home to a trade union that is 
attempting to draw HMRC employees away from PCS. Their website makes a number of very 
bold claims 
 
They claim they are a trade union that is 'Fit for purpose in the 21st century'- Judging by 
their premises alone, we doubt anyone would agree with that statement. 
 
They also claim that they are a union 'that will be responsive and dynamic' - You only need 
to attempt to contact them using the telephone number provided on their website to confirm 
that this statement certainly isn't true, as it’s impossible to get a response. If you don't believe 
us, give them a call on 0161 8188 744.  
 
They claim to be a union that 'delivers' for members - We're unsure how they can 
substantiate this claim, how can they deliver for members when they aren't formally 
recognised by HMRC and therefore they have no facilities time, no collective bargaining rights 
and would be unable to represent members in personal cases? 
 
They also claim to be a union 'that is committed to positive but robust where necessary 
engagement with the employer on behalf of members'.They certainly are 'committed to 
positive engagement' with the employer however this isn't to benefit members, this is to 
continue with their collusion with the employer. They both have a common enemy and that is 
PCS. 
 
The extent of their cosy relationship was recently uncovered when details of their meetings 
were revealed. RCTU received an invitation to have 'a few beers' after one of their meetings 
with the author of the leaked union busting strategy, Employee Relations henchman Jonathon 
Donovan. It’s no surprise that they've been bonding over their common enemy, PCS. As 
you're all aware, Margi Rathbone, the Secretary of RCTU was disqualified from holding union 
positions in PCS for 3 years following her attempts to have a number of PCS reps removed 
from their elected union positions and disciplined through the employers grievance 



procedures. 
 
RCTU also claim that they will use “logic and intelligence” to advance the interests of their 
members. 
 
You only have to read the 'who's who' section on the RCTU website to see that they defy all 
logic and intelligence.  The following is a direct quote from the website, Charles Hay, the 
President of RCTU is described as 'a man of few words but always the correct ones, 
Chas(sic) has a record of serving the Trade Union movement that is enviable. Of course he 
would say nothing to such a comment aside from the slight raising of an eyebrow and 
possibly the comment that envy is not a word he understands' 
 
The RCTU also claim to be an “independent trade union”. Section 5 of the Trade Union and 
Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 defines an independent trade union as : 
 
“...a trade union which – 
 

(a) Is not under the domination or control of an employer or group of employers or of one 
more employers’ associations; and 

(b) is not liable to interference by an employer or any such group or association (arising 
out of the provision of financial or material support or by any other means whatsoever) 
tending towards such control.” 

In order for the RCTU to become an independent trade union they will need to apply to the 
Certification Officer for a Certificate of Independence. They would need to pay a fairly 
substantial fee (£4066) and among other things they would need to supply evidence that they 
are financially independent. The Certification Officer publishes a list of all trade unions 
applying for a Certificate of Independence and anyone can make representations to the 
Certification Officer regarding an application. 
 
The fact that the RCTU haven’t stated on their website or in their press release whether they 
intend to seek a Certificate of Independence speaks volumes. 
 
RCTU initially stated that they would seek to affiliate to the Trades Union Congress (TUC).  
They have now appeared to have given up on that ambition. It is inconceivable that the TUC 
would allow the RCTU to affiliate. For one thing the TUC couldn’t allow a trade union to 
affiliate, which couldn’t show that it met the statutory definition of independence. RCTU have 
faced questions recently as to how they would train their representatives if they weren’t 
affiliated to the TUC. They haven’t been able to provide cogent answers. 
 
On the 9th March, William Hague (the other one) attempted to plug RCTU in his e-mail to 
senior leaders: 
 
'I wanted to write to let you know that Revenue Customs Trade Union (RCTU) (a registered in
dependent nonTUC affiliated trade union) launched last Wednesday, 4 March. The launch ha
s so far been low-key with a new website (www.rctunion.org.uk<http://www.rctunion.org.uk>) 
going live at around 10am on 4 March, the issue of a press release which so far has 
generated no media attention, and an e-mail to the private e-mail addresses of the 1000 or so 
employees who have previously registered an "expression of interest" through RCTU's 
previous website. RCTU are aiming to recruit from HMRC and VOA grades AA to 6 inclusive, 
plus apprentices.. This is the same constituency as PCS. 
 
HMRC's position on RCTU is one of neutrality. This means that we are neither 



encouraging nor discouraging them. So far they have not asked for facilities time or access to 
HMRC email systems or premises, and if they do we will consider the request in light of the 
general ER environment at that time. I would ask that leaders refer any enquires to the ER 
team so we can coordinate a response centrally. 
 
There has been no contact from PCS in relation to RCTU's launch. The last reference to this 
was when Mark Serwotka met with Lin on 16 February and asked HMRC to distance 
ourselves from RCTU. Lin responded on 26 February by letter to say that if PCS's confidence 
in RCTU's inability to gain traction is well-founded there should be no need to discuss this 
further 
 
The last reference to this was when Mark Serwotka met with Lin on 16 February and asked 
HMRC to distance ourselves from RCTU. Lin responded on 26 February by letter to say that if
PCS's confidence in RCTU's inability to gain traction is well founded there should be no need 
to discuss this further'. 
 
The formation of the RCTU is a clear attempt to divide the membership within HMRC. That 
only serves the interests of HMRC Management. As much as RCTU try to deny it, their 
formation is consistent with the strategy set out in the leaked ExCom paper of “exploration of 
possibilities to encourage HMRC employees away from PCS representation, including but not 
limited to other workable (and more progressive) alliances...” 
 
HMRC say that currently they do not recognise the RCTU and therefore they are not being 
provided with any facilities. However we know that they are recently booking meeting rooms 
to hold “drop in sessions” in Ty Glas, Cardiff and City Centre House, Birmingham. When 
challenged HMRC has not prevented these meetings from going ahead. In addition RCTU 
has been sending a series of bulk emails to PCS reps, which are clear attempts at poaching. 
HMRC response to this when challenged is that reasonable personal use of the HMRC email 
system is permitted. 
 
Activists within Left Unity should continue their efforts to get every PCS member to sign-up for 
direct debit. In addition to that, we need to be engaging all potential members to make the 
case that PCS and not RCTU are best placed to represent their interests. 
 

 If you are reading this and are not already a member of Left Unity, join us. For 
further information about PCS Left Unity please contact the secretary  at: 
randclu@gmail.com  Visit us on our Facebook site “Revenue and Customs Left 
Unity Group”, or contact any member of the steering committee.  Also at: 
http://www.leftunity.org.uk/hmrc.html  Membership forms for both National and R&C 
Group Left Unity can be downloaded from the web site or are available by 
contacting the Secretary   

 
 
 


